((x*y) * (x*i)) *(z*y) « 0 (2) (x *(x*y))* y » 0 If x«y means x*y = 0, then the relation ^ is a partial ordering. Reoall that a BCK-algebra A. satisfies condition (S), if for any a,beA in the set {xeA t x*a<b} a greatest element, a° b, exists oniquely. In this case we can extend the structure of BCK-algebra and add a new operation o satisfying the identity»
This paper is based on the leotore presented at the Conference on Universal Algebra held at the Technical University of Varsaw (Wilga), May 22-25, 1966.
K.Dyrda
By a BCK®-algebra wa mean a general algebra A_ = <A,*,o,0)> of type <2,2,0> satisfying (l)- (5) and (S). Let A. be a BCK® -algebra.
By the reflection of A_ (see [^8] ), whioh in the sequel will be denoted by R(A), we shall mean the algebra <AUR(A),*R,oRtO>where the set R(A) * |ra : aeA} is the image of A under a bisection r such that vá A for every a 6 A. The zero-element in R(A) is the same as in k and the operations *H, °R are defined by the following conditions for every a,be At The a lass n>1, is e variety (see [l] ). On the other hand, as it is well known, ICK-algebraa do not form a variety ( [7] ). Moreover, 1» a well-known variety of algebras detonlasd by the purely iaplicational fragment of the set IHT of all theses of the intuitionistic propositional oaloulus. If a BC^-algebra A is (*» °)-generated by a set G, then R(A) is (*)-generated by the set Gu {z 0 j. low it la easy to see that the following theorem holds.
Theorem.
There exists a 2-generated infinite algebra in ig.
Corollary. lone of the variety B n , n>2, is looally finite.
Proof.
It is easy to see that B.j c Kg ^ ...
•
Renoe by the theorem we obtain the above corollary.
